Procedure

Use Limited Resource Management
Take the following actions for use limited resources:
Step Generation Dispatcher Action 1 If… Then… A unit is resource limited and there is a reliability concern beyond what can be shaped by using daily energy limits because of the risk of exhausting the units availability, 1. Review the daily load pattern. 2. Review outages that impact the use limited resource. 3. Consider flagging unit as nonparticipating for the day. 4. Notify the SC of the modification.
Step Scheduling Coordinator Action 2 After reviewing the DAM schedules: If… Then… A use limited resource appears not to be used for the best opportunity, Contact CAISO verbally to address the schedule of the use limited resource.
Step Consider blocking an Energy award to manage the use limited resource availability. • Flag the unit as participating in RTD and RTPD.
Generation Dispatcher Actions
IFM/RTM Workarounds
• Return to the original SLIC Log o Log the unit as participating. o Log the end time • Contact the SC and inform them that their status in the RTD has returned to normal and they should follow their ADS dispatches.
• Adjust the load forecast bias accordingly.
• Notify the Transmission Dispatcher to undue any transmission biasing that they may have initiated.
• Inform the RT Scheduler to return CAS to normal for any Tie Generator or Dynamic Generator. 
Term Definition Administrative Price
The price set by the CAISO in place of a Locational Marginal Price when, by reason of a System Emergency, the CAISO determines that it no longer has the ability to maintain reliable operation of the CAISO Controlled Grid relying solely on the economic Dispatch of Generation. This price will remain in effect until the CAISO considers that the System Emergency has been contained and corrected. 
